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To   Whom   it   May   Concern,  
 
The   undersigned   organizations,   security   researchers,   and   companies   write   to   express   significant  
concerns   raised   by   your   recent   statements   against   encryption.   In   both   the   joint   letter   to   Facebook   and   the  
event   hosted   by   the   Department   of   Justice   on   October   4,   you   described   encrypted   communications   tools  
as   “lawless   spaces,”   and   requested   that   companies   remove   or   delay   the   deployment   of   end-to-end  
encryption   protections   on   their   consumer   messaging   services.   
 
Fulfilling   this   request   would   endanger   the   security   and   privacy   of   billions   of   internet   users   around   the  
world.   Strong   encryption   is   essential   for   national   security   and   public   safety,   and   exceptional   access  
mechanisms—commonly   referred   to   as   “backdoors”—would   create   significant   security   risks.   Finally,   while  
law   enforcement   agencies   have   raised   concerns   about   their   capabilities   in   the   face   of   strong   encryption,  
crime-fighting   capacity   remains   robust   given   that   we   are   in   an   age   where   technology   generates   so   much  
digital   information   about   individuals   and   their   activities.  
 
Strong   Encryption   is   Essential   for   National   Security   and   Public   Safety  
 
Proponents   of   exceptional   access   have   argued   that   it   is   possible   to   build   backdoors   into   encrypted  
consumer   products   that   somehow   let   “good   actors”   gain   surreptitious   access   to   encrypted  
communications,   while   simultaneously   stopping   “bad   actors”   from   intercepting   those   same  
communications.   
 
This   technology   does   not   exist.   To   the   contrary,   technology   companies   could   not   give   governments  
backdoor   access   to   encrypted   communications   without   also   weakening   the   security   of   critical  
infrastructure,   and   the   devices   and   services   upon   which   the   national   security   and   intelligence  
communities   themselves   rely.   1

 

1  “Policy   Statement   on   Mandatory   Engineered   Law   Enforcement   Access   to   Information   Infrastructure   and  
Devices,”   Association   for   Computing   Machinery   U.S.   Technology   Policy   Committee,   April   12,   2018,  
https://www.acm.org/binaries/content/assets/public-policy/usacm/2018-usacm-statement-law-enforcemen 
t-access.pdf .   
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